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Abstract

The elastodynamic collective model of nuclear fission is outlined whose underlying idea is
that the stiff structure of nuclear shells imparts to nucleus properties typical of a small piece
of an elastic solid. Emphasis is placed on the macroscopic dynamics of nuclear deformations
resulting in fission by two energetically different modes. The low-energy S-mode is the fission
due to disruption of elongated quadrupole spheroidal shape. The characteristic feature of
the high-energy T-mode of division by means of torsional shear deformations is the compact
scission configuration. Analytic and numerical estimates for the macroscopic fission-barrier
heights are presented, followed by discussion of fingerprints of the above dynamical bimodal-
ity in the available data.

1 Introduction

The underlying assumption of macroscopic treatment of nuclear fission within the framework of

liquid drop model (LDM) is that a heavy nucleus can be though of as a small piece of highly

incompressible matter governed by equations of hydrodynamics

dp dVi dVi dP dUc „ dP 5

Hereafter p is the bulk density. Vj - the velocity, P - the pressure, Uc stands for the Coulomb
potential inside sphere uniformly charged with the density pz. The nuclear fission is considered
to be dominated by forces of Coulomb repulsion and cohesive surface tension which contribute to
the total binding energy of nucleus with comparable amounts [1-3]. One of the basic predictions
of LDM is the frequency of electro-capillary vibrations [2]

^-5^A(A- l ) (A + 2 ) [ l - ( 2 A + ^ A + 2 ) ] . (1.2)

Hereafter by uit\ is denoted the natural unit of frequency and x stands for the parameter of
nuclear fissility
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where Q = Ze and M are the total charge and mass of nucleus, R = TQA^-'3 is the nucleus radius,
Es and Ec are the equilibrium surface and Coulomb energies. The instability of quadrupole
vibration is regarded as a signature of the commencement of the fission process. The fission-
barrier height predicted by LDM reads [4]
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It worth noticing that hydrodynamic description implies the absence of any intrinsic ordering of
nucleons inside the nucleus. In the meantime, the stiff internal shell structure of single-particle
orbitals clearly indicates that the nuclear mean field imparts to nucleus the rigidity typical of a
fine peace of an elastic solid. Therefore, it seems to be highly desirable to compare predictions
of the elastic globe model (EGM), relayed on the concept of solid like behavior of nuclear matter
with those inferred from the liquid drop model based on the assumption that continuous nuclear
matter is governed by equations of hydrodynamics (1-1).

2 Elastodynamic treatment of nuclear collective dynamics

Studying of the nuclear collective dynamics on the basis of model of an elastic sphere has been
initiated in Ref.[5] after the discovery of giant multjpole resonances with A > 2. Modelling a
heavy nucleus by a small particle of an elastic Fermi-continuum it has been found, that the
collective dynamics of nucleons accompanying the giant-resonance response can be adequately
described in terms of eigevibrations of an elastic sphere. This approach rests on the statement
that the motions of macroscopic nuclear matter subject to the equations of elastodynamics.

0 ,23)

Based on these equations the nuclear vibrations have been studied in Refs.[6, 7] with the restoring
force dominated by quadrupole deformations of the nuclear Fermi-surface (originating from
coherent distortions of shells without spoiling the initial ordering of single particle orbitals).

Figure 1: Geometrical picture of spheroidal and torsional quadrupole vibrations

It has been found the giant electric (EX) and the giant magnetic (Af A) modes can be in-
terpreted as manifestation of spheroidal and torsional vibrations (see Fig.l) of a heavy nucleus
modelled by a spherical mass of an elastic Fermi-solid. Analytic estimates for the energy of
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the nuclear giant electric [6] and giant magnetic [7-9] resonances with X > 2 computed in the
elastodynamic nuclear model are given by

[2 i 1 / 2 ri i
|(2A + 1)(A-1) E{M\) = hu>F -(2A + 3)(A - 1) (2.4)

where u> = «;?/£ is the natural unit of resonant frequency, vp is the Fermi-velocity (radius of the
Fermi-sphere in the momentum space) and R is the nucleus radius. The resultant general trends
for the energy, spread width and total excitation strength are found to be in fairly reasonable
agreement with data throughout the periodic table (see for instance [8] and references therein).
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Figure 2: Energy vs mass number of the giant quadrupole electric and magnetic resonances
computed on the basis of elastodynamic nuclear model, eqs.(2.4).

With this in mind, one can expect that the elasticity of nuclear matter revealed in the
resonance nuclear response should be traced in the macroscopic dynamics of nuclear fission,
too. Guided by this motivation, in Refs. [10-14] the elastodynamic model of nuclear fission has
been developed as a counterpart of liquid drop model. Here we report some latest calculation
of macroscopic barriers of nuclear fission accentuating the dynamical bimodality of the fission
process coming from the model.

3 Nuclear fission in the elastic globe model

In the elastic globe model a heavy nucleus is thought of as a small uniformly charged particle of
an elastic solid governed by equations of elastodynamics (2.1)-(2.3). Taking into account that
the fission process is dominated by cohesive surface and disruptive electric forces, in Ref.[12],
Hamiltonian of electro-elastic vibrations

Ma2 Kc?
(3.5)
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has been derived. The elastic displacements a axe found as the solutions to the vector Laplace's
equation: A a(r) = 0, div a(r) = 0: the poloidal ap corresponding to spheroidal vibrations
and the toroidal field a* describing torsional vibrations

^ at = Ntrotrrx Px{n). (3.7)

Hereafter P\[p) is the Legendre polynomial of the multipole order A and \i — cos 9. The
frequency of spheroidal and torsional electro-elastic modes computed within the EGM [12,13]
are given by .

[ ^ ] ? 3)(A -

It is remarkable that in contrast to LDM, the EGM permits two kind of collective motions
resulting in fission. Regarding the low-energy S-mode, EGM leads to the conclusions very
similar to those inferred in LDM. In particular, both EGM and LDM predict onset of instability
of quadrupole spheroidal vibration when i = 1. The capability of supporting torsional vibrations
accompanied by magnetic 7-radiation is the major feature distinguishing nuclear oscillatory
dynamics in the elastic globe model from that in the liquid drop model [9]. The instability
of nucleus with respect to torsional electro-elastic quadrupole deformation resulting from the
condition tut(X = 2) = 0 is characterized by x = 7/5. The macroscopic energy of elastic
deformation is given by

The latter equation can be represented as a sum of the surface Es and the Coulomb Ec energies

E = ES+EC. Es^PtJuijZidSj^PsJuijUijdV Ec = -JpcuijuijdV. (3.8)
S V V

Both spheroidal and torsional deformations are computed on equals footings.

3.1 Spheroidal mode of fission

We confine our analysis to spheroidal deformations of the form R{ct2,az) = R[l + 0:

<*3 -FMAO]- For the poloidal displacements

a* = - ^
A ( 2 A
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calculation of the energy of elastic deformation yields

144 2871 / 18890

This function is pictured in Fig.3 for U234 with the set of parameters borrowed from [19] (see
also [13]).
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Figure 3: The fission valley and its landscape for two heavy nuclei in accordance with predictions
of equation (3.10).
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For quadrupole deformation Rfa) = R[l + c*2 iMp)]> t n e above equation for the energy of

elastic spheroidal deformations is replaced by [13]

E(a2) = l B s

The fission-barrier height for the S-mode is given by

1(3 - (3.11)

20

In Fig.4, theoretical predictions of (3.12) are compared with data taken from [16, 17, 18].
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Figure 4: Comparison of EGM computed barriers (lines) with data.

The basic conclusion is that the elastic globe model recovers all the prediction of the liquid

drop model regarding the macroscopic characteristics of nuclear fission by means of disruption

of quadrupole spheroidal configuration-

s ' Torsional mode of fission N

To get a feeling about fission in torsional channel we consider a highly ideilized deformation,
pictured in Fig.5., given by equation

(3.13)
dfi J

The energy of quadrupole torsional deformation computed with the toroidal field of shear
displacements

a? = Nt
x rot r rx Px( fr-l

(3.14)
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the scission configuration in the torsional mode of fission.

is given by

E(<h) = 1$ [(1 - \
For the fission-barrier height we obtain

(3.15)

(3.16)
" " ffl"'(5te-21)-

Comparison of the EGM computed fission-barrier heights with macroscopic experimental barri-
ers is presented in Fig.6.
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Figure G: EGM computed macroscopic fission-barrier heights (curves) and experimental macro-
scopic barriers (symbols).
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4 Summary

Thus, the EGM predicts dynamical bimodality of nuclear fission in two energetically different
channels. The fission-barrier height for T-mode is higher than for S-mode. Since the torsional
mode is characterized by compact scission shape (Fig.5), one can expect that the total kinetic
energy of outgoing fragments must be higher as compared to that for s-mode. The signatures of
such a behavior of TKE have been disclosed in experiments on fission of uranium isotopes by fast
neutrons, reported in [20]. Prom comparison general trends in data and theoretical predictions
of the EGM plotted in Fig.6 one can conclude that the macroscopic dynamics of fission of the
middle weight nuclei (with mass numbers 170 < A < 210) is dominated by torsional mechanism
of disintegration whereas the low-energy fission of the heavy and superheavy elements is governed
by spheroidal deformation.
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